
Pneumatic Transport System 



What is a Pneumatic Transport System? Basically it is a 

Unit moving but NOT making a dosage, of a DRY material 

(granular or dusty) from a point A to a point B. 

Point A or of 
picking-up 

Point B or of 
unloading 



The system works by means of vacuum, also air-flow. 

TP is a Vacuum Unit which replaces the tank by a system to unload 

the material previously picked-up. 

Vacuum Unit Whole TP System 



Details about a TP System 

Vacuum Unit with 
Electronic Board 
with TIMER Pick-up point 

Unloading hopper with a 
unloading system with clapet  
(similar to DELFIN Balanced 
Flap Discharge System) 



TP has a working cycle called BATCH and devided in three steps. 

Step 1: Pick-up of the material with TIMER. 

Vacuum Unit pick-up the material for a planned time. 

Step 2: Unloading of the material with TIMER 

The vacuum is off by turning off the vacuum machine or bypassing the airflow to a different 

point than the pick-up hose by means of a VENT Valve. The material which have been moved 

inside the hopper will be unloaded thanks to vacuumless and the weight of the material: the 

CLAPET (Flap Valve) opens itself and the products drops. 

Step 3: Filter Cleaning with TIMER (in case the product is dusty the filter is directly in 

the hopper, instead of being at the vacuum unit). 

While the product is dropping from the hopper a pneumatic piston cleans the pocket in order 

to avoid clogging.  

Main Functioning of a general TP System 



Loading Hoppers 

Loading Hoppers for granulars material. 
- Without filter and supplie with grid between Product 

Inlet Point AND Airflow Outlet. 
- Wheh the material is fragile (i.e. coffée grains) the 
vacuum inlet is tangential to reduce the speed of the 

air 
 

Loading hopper for dusty 
material. 

- With filter and Automatic 
Shaker with timer. 



Level check (important) 

• TP checks the quantity of the 
product by means of a MAGNETIC 
LEVEL DETECTOR fixed on the 
unloading point. In case the 
CLAPET remains open the system 
knows the machinery (or sylo) is full 
and the software of our TP avoid to 
load more material. 

• Generally the hopper is fixed on 
machineries which have to 
process the product transported 
by the TP System. The system 
have to know the quantity of 
product that have to be loaded 
on the machinery in order to 
avoid an overload. 



Where you can use a TP System? 

 Plastic Industry for  Extrusion Machineries 

 Food Industry for ingredients/sugar/coffèe 

 Pharmaceutical Industry for activ principals/dust 

 Livestock Industry and pet food 

• Important: a Pneumatic Trasport System doea 
not make dosage. It does not transport the 
product under weight control BUT by a timer. 


